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ABSTRACT.
Hundreds of thousandth of Ethiopians have been forced

to flee their country by a repressive regime, a civil war, and an
international conflict. These people inhabited a highland plateau cut
by deep river valleys and bordered byll§eas, deserts, and jungles.,
Ethiopians have diverse backgrounds afd speak many languages. Tarbugh
thpir long history they have been largely free from outside
daminatign, and have therefore developed a .unique culture as
evidenced by styles of'food, dress, time measurement, and literature.
Ethiopians in Afridan refugee camps are for the,most,art illiterate
and desperate. By contrast, the few thousand who have made their way
to the Anited States are educated and anxious to get on with their
lives. For all, however, the future is unknown. (Author)
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Refugee'Fact Sheet #1: Ethiopians

The purpose of the Refugee Fact 'Sheets, is to pro 'fde back-.

ground information on certain refilgee groups thataye recently

arrived, And are still arriving, in the United'States. Unlike

the refugees fromIndochina;and the entrants from the CaYibbean,

theSe efugees have arrived in muchmxller numbers; however, they ,.

still ace many of the same problems-with language, education,.

employment and culturaeadjustment.

Each-Fact Sheet.is divided into approximately five sections:
4

(1) geperal introduction; S,2) cultdral background; (3) educational

background; _(4),implicationS for learning English as,a second lan-

guage (ESL); and (5) implications for orientation. The cultural
)

background section of each Fact Sheet is,the most inclusive;4t con-
,

tains.iriformation on the history, geography, language, relig4oh,,food,

ialues and customs of the specific refugee group.

We wish to thank all of those without whose'research'eAd assis-
.

ranee we would not have been able to pyt thfs Fact Sheet'Soft-Ethiopians

together. We are especially indeb ted to Hailu Fnlass and Mekru Teferra

l and others for reading and commenting on. the PreliminarY:
.4
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Refugees:

the Land &
.

The 'People:

History:

Highlights

i

Hundreds of thousands of Ethiopians have been forced
r to flee their country by a repressive regime, a civil

war, and an international conflict.

Ethiopia'is a highland plateau cut by deep river valleys
and bordered by seas, deserts, and jungles. Ethiopians
have diverse backgrounds and'speAk many 14clguages.

dThrough their longl,histoiy Ethiopia's people hayse been
largely free from outside dominatiron.

Culture:
Ethiopians have, developed a unique culture aSevidenced

by styles of food, dress, time measurement and literature

Ethiopians in

America:

that are purely Ethidpian in nature.

Ethiopians in African refugee camps are for - )e most part

illiterate and desperate. By contrast, theTeW who have
made their way to the United $tates are educated and
anxious to get on with their lives. For ali,^however,
the future is unknown.
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I. Introduction
.

'The large -fiaber of Ethio/pian refugees who'are. currently in camps in Somalia

and the Sudan*(estimated at nearly 4.5 million) have fled Ethiopia to escape atiy of

the following:' 1) civil war betw en- inhabitants of the northern EthiOpkan province

of Eritrea and t e central goverAment of the country, (2) a war being waged between

Ethiopia and So lia oKer a territorial dispute between ;he two countries, and (3) a

repressive regime that is attempting to revolutionize the social structure oftthe-

country and destroy any opposition to its effort. A severe famine in many parts of
111._

the country,, caused by on-going drotIght, mismanagement of resources, and civil unrest

has also caused.thousands of Ethiopians to abandon their homes.

Among Third World cotntries, Ethiopia has a comparatively poor standard of liv-

ing and a very high illiteracy rate. Therefore, the Ethiopians found in African re-

fugee camps are for the most part poor, illiterate people.' Most Ethiopians who have

reached the United States, however, came from a small segment of Ethi?opian,society

Cat is well educated. They left Ethiopia because of the civil war or because they

feared political persecution from the cu rent Ethiopian government..

The exact number of Ethiopians in th United.States is not known, but esti tes
was.

range from 15,000 to,40,000. The majority of these people are not officially clas-

sified as refugees,; they arrived here with student or tourist visas. / Many actually

came to the United States, as studentsIbut are unable to return to Ethiopia because

of the subsequent change in political circumstances in the 'country. Others were

forces to leave Ethiopia hut, were not able to acquire immigrant visas nor to

classified as refugees. These people have entered the country with temporary resi-
.I

dent status. Currently, there is no general policy for reclassifying Ethiopiails

livingin exile in this country. -Each case is.handled individually, and processing

can to k years.

At .\he same time, the Ethiopians themSelves.areunsureof their intentions.

They core from a country that is unique in many ways. Though it is in the news of

late, Ethi pia is not well knownto the outside world.

II. The Cou try and Its People

1 Ethiopia is situated in.eastern Africa, north of Kenya; Oeen the countries

df Somalia, he Indian Ocean, and the Sudan. The'cpuntry is predomillantlyhigh-
.

E.

lan plateau cut

ruffs from souther

,Irelativeiy free fr

by deep river gorges, and split by the Rift Valley; a troy6 that'

Africa to Syria. This topography, ha4, kept the pe'ople Of Ethiopia

m outside domination while they developed akulture'Msrked by

,both national nchms and regional differences



The I'cot)le

The people of Ethiopia speak some 70 different languages. Most of these be-
long to the Afro-Asiatic family of.languages spoken in the Middle East and across

ce,northern Africa. There are two important language groups within this language
family, with regard to Ethiopia. dne of these consistsof Semitic langUages such
as, Amharic, Tegrinia and Tigre, which are closely related,to Arabi and tiebrew.
The other group is the Cushitic languages spoken by, the Oromo, orlGalla,people.4.
These languages are similar to Somali. Thee are many languages spoken in Ethiopia
that are not in the Afro-Asiatic fami y, but these are sppkgh by small populations-

in isqlated regions of the cbuntr \'. .

Among these various language groUps, the most influential save bien the speak-
ers of the Semitic languages. 'These people lived in the north central plateau of
the country. Their highland terrain protected them from outside invasion but also
Pevented them from unifying into a national cohesive' force. ,The result was that

strong regional identifications developed in distinct areas with distinct languages.
Local'allegianees were directed to regional leaders who came .to assume the title of1

%,

;; 4

, ',..

%

.
local pr tribal king. Wars among regional groups were common. Occasionally ore of
these kings was ab,le to poSe heemony over most if not all of the other regional

.,

Jcings, earnihg,the title King of Kings. In the e cases a national identity would
form, feudal in nature and maintained by individilal.personalities and temporary

.

agreements among regional leaders. ,A generalculture was formed among the various')
,

,:.

.,Semitic- speaking people based on common origin, and was perpetuated by intermarriage,. . .
among the nobility of the various regions and customs. At the same time; however,

%regional identities were maintained,, marked by regionalftlanguages and military &Ile-
I

, .giance to region'al lea4iers. LAI
'4 /

-

iThe Cushitic speakerS inhab±e a crescent-shaped area lying across the southe
\''

part, of the country'sjplghlandsN Among the Cushitic speakers there are vari.0 -
;groups or trihesof people called Oromos, Gallas,' with many different languages
and dialects,0 Some of these groups have unique life styles and customs. Others

' follow a more typical-Etypian'life
style similar to that bf the Semitic-speaking

ts.people. Although they are perhaps the most numerous among the people of Ethiopia,
the OromOs have had reratively little influence on the political-situa-
tion in'the country'. For the most part they have been dominated by Semitic-speaking
people and have formed a kind of tenant, farming class in those parts of the country

^ where they are f6ubd.
,

The'people found along the eastern, southern'and western borders of the count-LI:-
. V

.. ndo not'represent Any common group. Theyhave widely differing backgrounds and life: /

-
t

csutoms. What- they share is a lack of involvement ir
itraditanal

.
Ettiopian culture

-

A .

l '
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and histoxy, an.d they have had -very little contact with central Ethiopian adminis-,

trative authprity. These 1)6i-der p'eople include such diverse groups as the Danakil,

4 who Live in the eastern desert, and societies situated,in the tropical southwestern

regions of the country. Asindividual-groups, these people are p4it4ally.and. so-

cially isolated. They have little influence on and are little influenced by the

mainstrea4of Ethiopian life. Moreover, their histories have had little involve-

ment with the events that have shaped the history of Ethiopia as a whole. However,

because they find themselves within the borders of the country, they have been sudt 1

denly cauAt up in the interests and power struggles of Ethiopia and its neighbars,

History

A complete history of the.people of tthiopia would require analysis, of all of

tits people froM their oiiginsito their current situations vis-a-vis modern-day

'iopia and its neighbors, an endeavor beyond the scope:of this Fact Sheet. How-
. l' 's.

ever, Ethiopia's political history has been dominated by events in the evolutionof
. 1

,the Semitic - speaking people mentioned above. Their history is therefore summarized A
,

here.
. ' 1

It is not known exactly where these people originated. One theory is that
I

. 1

they migrated from Arabia. According to Ethiopian legend, the Queelvof Sheba came I
,

9 ,

from Ethiopia,..and her so9 was the first Ethiopian king: It 'i.lcnown that Ethio-
.

1

pians (or Abyssinians, as ey,were sometimes called) traded with the ancient Egyp-

tians. They were never con pered by the ancient Mediterranean empires.

Christianity arrived in Ethiopia in the second century A-D.'with missionaries_
-

from the Coptic Church of Alexandria, Egypt (one 'of tho foui main centers of Chris-
.,

tianity:in the Roman world). The religion.wes apparently adopted by the Ethiopians
....

as a result of missionary zeal and political persuasion, since the country was 1-ley-
.

er dnder the political domination of the,,RomATIs. Nevertheless, Christianity was

adopted across the country, and, its influence.has been s.isnificant and conti US

-

1

to. the p'resent. I

i

e expansion of the Islamic Empire surrounded Ethiopia with Mo4plcm-dominated dlate _
1

cour/Itries. By 700 A.D. the Ethiopians were cut off from th.6e-srof the Christian

worldL However, tie' Islamiq armies'never conquered the predominantly.. Chrisiian,

highland Ethiopian people. Ethiopian rulers and the majolty.of the highland *ople
.

. w\ /
remained Christian, though there is a sizeable Moslem population in the 'country: .

-

The exact ratio of Christians to Moslems 'is not known.,

For-the Most part, Ethiopia managed ro-withstand.the more recent waves.of in-

vasion,
.

when European countries swept Africa during the 19th and early 20th centu-

riesries in an effort to establish' colonial empirts. The Horn of Africa, where Ethiopia

is located, was one of the last parts of the continent to catch .the interest of the



.
Europeans. V,rith the opening of the Suez Canal, however, access to the Red Sea.,.

'suddenly assumed importgnce. .Bfitain held dominancein the Sudan on Ethiopia's
.

western border and controlled British Somalia, on Ethiopia's eastern border as well.
Although they once sent an expeditionary force into the coun ry to,save a British'
citizen, the British did not attempt to take over the.Ethiop4anhighlands. The
Ifalikis did tiy. ;hey establisheA the colony of Italian Somalia on,Ethiopfa's.
southern border and endeavpred'.to conquer. Ethiopia from the north as well: In the
late l800's an Italian army was soundly defeated by an Etpiopian army in the battle
of Adowa. This marked the only. me th a major European army was defeated by. an
African army,,, and it preserved central Ethiopia as the only territory on the4qati-
nent orAfrica which was not under European domination. However, inthe peace treaty.
following this battle, the province of Ethiopia that borders the Red Sea was ceded
to-Italy. .This province, knOwn as Erittea, was governed by the Italians for some
70 years.

In the 1930ISs, Mussolinkused the defeat at Adowa es an excuse to invade
Ethiopia again, this time from its Colonies both south and north of the country.
The Italians managed to overcome formai Ethiopian resistance and actually ruled the
main centers of the country for nearly five years. However, during'this period the
Ethiopians continuously resisted Italian 40119ation with guerrilla warfare. With .
British assistance, they expelled the Italians in the early 1940's. At this time,
with the support of at UN-organized referendum, the province Of Eritrea was formal-
ly rejloined to Ethiopia with.certain provisions allotted to the Eritreans for local'
self-rule. Ethiopia has been free of external invasion ever since.

Theinternal political history oftthe country has been characterized by numery
ous civil wars and shifting centers 0 powei, predominantly among e,Semitic-speak-_
ing people.. In ancient times, the administrative center of the country is believed
to haveen in the northern city of AxuM. Later, the central authority was, held
by 'people who lived southwest of Axum. Their capital was a city called Godar., The
palaces built in Godar were similar In many ways to contemporary structures in
Europe and the Middle East, indicating that some contact did take place between Ethi-
opia and the outside world. Between these periods of central. administration, the
country experienced periods when regional,'leaders were autonomous. This resulted in
fhe emergence of warrior class with allegiance to local leaders. These leaders
in turn schemed manipulated and fought among t emselves for supremacy. This pro-.

G',cesS resul4d i feudal .system where the reward' -fOi victory in battle was land and
revenue froth the people who worked the land/ Individual power and prestige were
initially00ased on regional sdpport and were extended through regional allianees
formed for mutualgbenefit.Intermarriage

between l'eadtng famTties.of separate re-

).



glens was often arlianged to acknowl6dge and cement alliances between them.

'Toward the end of thZi last century, aleader of the Amharic- speaking people

was able to subdue.his rivals and assume the title of King of Kings. The name he

took uppn achieving this position was Menelik II. Under his rule and thAt of his

successor, Haile Selassie, the Amharas established domiVance over the country:

This process was helped by Selassie's success in ultimately expelling the Italians.

When he returned to power. after the Italian defeat, Selassie was able to-consolidate

his power by placing his supporters, primarily Amharas, in positions

out the country. Moreover, Amharas becabefhe landlords in areas'of
ited by Oromos and border minorities. Amharic,, the language of the
the 'national language. Addis Ababa, a city guilt by Menelik, became the capital cityp

and-far and away:the most influencial city in the country. Under.Menelik II and

Haile Selassie; Ethiopian culture came to exhibit many traits of Amharic,culture.

This servedto unify the country and helped to build national institutions for edu-
,

cation and defense. At the same time many. Ethiopians resented Amhara ctpminance

of power through-
...,"

the country inhab-,
.

,Amharas, became

and desired to maintain the traditions and languages of -their own regiors.
Haile Selassie ruled through shrewd political maneuvering,. keeping s would-

be.rivals divided among themselves and concentrating ,the powei- of the gov nment in

a few, loyal individuals. While 'balancing his traditional rivals, he_also attempted .

to establish a power base directly loyal to his,govdrnment and the idea of Ethiopia

vy and t, national air

military. units were as-

as a nation. He established a national army, a national na

force, as well as his elite palace Bard. Officers in these
. .

signedto duty away from their hOire areas, leading troops.that did not come from

their own regions" or tribes. Haile Selassie succeeded in establishing a military

power that was national in its Qutlook,'aithough it prdved to be hii undoing. The

coup. which took place ,in 1974 was led by officers from the notional armed forces.

The Current Situation

The coup came after years of unrest around the country. Various political ele-

ments within the country were pushing for change. The Eritreans had.bee'n in open

revolt for 'several years against central authority and wanted to establish, Eritrea

as an independent state. The middle class was dissatisfied- and frustrated at the

corruption and the wealth being amassed by the landowrbrs associated with the govern-

ment. The sttidents in the country, toge,ther with the army, sought more

bution of the country's wealth through a socialization process; 4s was occurring in

,many African Countries at ghat time. The event which precipitated ,the coup was'the

sudden public awareness of the terrible extent to which famine had hit several places

in the country. The government had' tried to suppress news of the famine, while taking

or no action to relieve the suffering caused by drought. Rebellion occiivred,

4,40
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ap2arently sponteneousl, throughout the country and from any factions of .the
,

Population. In the turbnlence that followed, a group of minor military.

seized power and terminated the monarchy.

This ,group, called the Derg, attempted to abruptly change the situation in
the country in many wa-. Thoserwho'had been in power under Kpile Selassie wefe'

immediately executed. Illeasures.for reform in both land and social organiztion

were instituted in th'1,cities and villages of the country. Resistance of any kind
was'forceably quietedi The new government was philosophically oriented toward
socialism and resentfUl orassistance given the Haile.Selassie government by the
United States. Therefpre, U.S.'projeets and assistance in the country were

Stopped and rdplaced with assistance Tim the Soviet Union and CuFa.

4

Today Ethiopia s plagued by unrest of many kinds anddivisionson various
fronts.''A protracted war is being waged on the eastern frontier of the country
with Somalia over territorial disputes. The Eritreans continue to wage a civil
war for autonomy, a war which has been_in process for more than a decade. Much,F

of the country isrg167erned by martial law, while various clandestine groups strive
to oppose the current gove'rnment's,holcron power. Some of thee groups represent
the old tribal interests which are still very strong in the country. Others repre-..

Sent student and business interests anxious to bring about changes in the country .

that will give them'greater opfport
government, with considerable

foreign support, has viciously attempted to crush all of these forms of opposition.
The result has heetia high loss of life in the country and the, forced exile of

large numbers, of Ethiopians of various backgrounds, and ethnic identities.

Several hundred thousadd people have fled the figh ting between Somalia-and

Ethtopia, becoming refUgees in'SoMalia. Thousands more are refugeeg from the

Eritrean waror students who oppose the current Ethiopian government and have
.sought refuge in the Sudan. Some of these refugees were forced to flee from their,

.

t.homes because they found themselves in the midst of conflicts in which they had
no-part. The vast majority of these refugees are uneduaated: hey are under the

care of officials in the' countries of first asylum and international refugee re-
lief organizationS. The hope is that somehow the conflicts that drove them from

their homes WI be resolved and (that they will be,able to return to their homes
\and resume their lives.

For the,most part, the EthiopianS-,in the United States are people who were
forced to flee Et Loplia for political reasons. *Some were members of old ruling

elites, Or the offspring of these people. Some opposed the current Ethiopian re-

I - are students
'

I.

-who left Ethiopia td complete their education and now face , uncertain situations
.,--

-6-



if they r tin-n to the country. As a group the tend to be quite educated
4ith consi'erable talent to offer to their country (if they should ever be al-

. k 4
Lowed to return) or to a country which grants`them'politiCal asylum.

Culture and Society

The high plateau country of Ethiopia is extremely fertile, and the majority
. of the population makes its directly from the land. Under Haile Selas'sie

most of the land,was owned by-absentee landlords, and perhaps 90% of the population
) was engaged in Sutisistence farming. People tend to live in small compounds of one

.

or two families on the land the work, rather than in more centralized villages.
1

'Mere are few totans of anytsize except for Addis Ababa, which numbers perhaps-a mil.-:'
lion, and Asmara, the capital Of Eritrea, which has about halfof that population. -.

The small. towns that dot the ctintryside traditionally serve as market c.eptaTs for

the surrounding farmers. ,A few of these als'b have government elementary schools.

Farm productivity depends on the rainfall, which is seasonal. Ethiopia is
on the western end of the monsoonsystem, and most of the rain falls beWeeh June
and August 'each year. The land is too contoured for irrigation except/in low-
lands along the Rift Valley. Lately, the monsoon rains have been light, and sec-s

tions of Vle country are suffering' from prolonged and severe drought.

Ethiopian families are very strong. Most of the. work thy-the field is done

by 'the men; women help with weeding.' Women usually work in their home compounds,
where they make nearly all the food and clothing for their families-. Babies are
spoiled until they are about three or'four years of'age, when they become shepherds.k.
From then on,'they are'given-low status. unt.41 they reach adulthood. Marriages are
usually arranged between families. Ethiopian women tend to marry at a young age
and are usvallS, six to ten years younger than their husbands. For the most part'
there are no family names. Children take their`-fathers'names as their second
names. When girls marry they change titles, but keep their &hers' names.

.:.

The most important events in the life of the family are weddings and funerals. :-
To enable each family to finance these events, at which food and drink are lavished

on large numbers of family guests, societies, are formed among group's of families.,
.

Each society owns the paraphernalia necessary for a large social celebration`-

including tents,,,benches and chairs, and cooking utensils. Money is collected

from each family at one eveC:It to pay f6r the next. in this way each society mem-
er isassired of a large Wedding or funeral as the need arises.

Religion

For those'Ethiopians who dre Christian, family lift is closely tied to,-the
7'

church. Church worship inclUdes pre-Chfistian animistic rituals as yell as ritualso

1t)



cn.Christian dogtna as practiced in the Coptic Church. I every church,

'Vices are.conducted on Sundays and on -the day set aside for the patron saint.of

the church. In addition, Wednesdays and Fridays are considered holy days to.b'e

`observed by fasting. According to the rules of.the fast, nb food is consumed be-
4

fore noon, and no eat or dairy products of any kind'are eaten on those days. The

most important' national holidays also commemorate Chistian events: The celebra-.

tioti of Mescal., held in September, commemorates the finding in Ethiopia of the

cross op which'Christ was crucified'and marks the beginning of the Ethiopian year.
,

Christmas is celebrted on January 7th, fnd Temkut, which commemorates the baptism

of Christ, comes two weeks later.. Most' Ethiopians cons?. er Temkut'the more impor='"----Th

tant of the Wo holidays. ,Easter is observed in the spr ng, usuiTty a'uSeek later

than when Easter falls'according to the Gregprian calendar of the West.' The last

important religioA us holiday'is the feast of St. Mary, in mid-sumer.

The that h has considerable influenceOin the local communities where its

priests liv much as their followers do. Under -Haile Selassie 's government, the
, .

heads of the chu' ch had considerable wealth and influence over events that shaped
4

national policy. Sinte.1974, the national power of the church 1has declined.

It has been estimated that Moslems constitute as much as 50% of the popula-

tion of Ethiopia. HISwever, their greatest concentrations are around the periphery

of:the cointry and in the market toms. Historically, the Moslems, have not owned

land, which has been the sourbesof wealth and power in the country. Therefore,

,relativeto their numbers, the Moslems have had very'little power or influence.

This has been one of th causes for the civil war being"waged in Eritrea, where

' a large percentage of the population is Moslem. There are Moslem factions.- within

.the'Eritrean liberation movement which see independence for the province as an

opportunity for Islam to have a stronger role in the affairs of the province.

Both major religions instilled in their congregations a respec for education

and literacy. The Bible of the Ethiopian Church is written in Ge'ez, an ancient

Ethiopian language from which the modern Semitic languages spoken in e country

developed. The Church maintained toili schools for the children of the faithful

throughout the countrytand taught them to read Ge'ez. The Moslem holy b ok, The

koran; is writtenlin Arabic; which Moslem parents have traditionally encouraged

their children to learn to read. Thus, the concept Of formal education to. evelop

'literacy has been traditionally maintained, although only a small percentage of

the population can actually read and write.

' Time

,

Because of the isolation ofthe country from outside influences both Baste
,

. .

and western, Ethiopian culture has developed Many unique aspects. Their system
.4.
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of-time, for example, begins with sunrise each day. One o'clock means either

an hour after sunrise or an hour after sunset. Their.calendar'begins in Scptem-

ber. .It consists of 12 months, each with.30 days, and a thirteenth month which

has five days; leap year it,has six.

Food

Ethiopian food is based on a staples grain called teff which only grows in

Ethiopia. ,Teff is made into a dough which is allowed to fdrment before it is

cooked into a flat pancake-like bread called enjera. This is then eaten with

any of various kinds of stew callediwat. Wats can be made of meat or vegetables,

and can be very highly spiced.

Clothing

Ethiopianwomen traditignally wear white dresses, while men wear, white
r

tunics over riding. pants. The distinctive part of Ethiopian dress is a large

white cloth worn by both men and women over their shoulders. The cloth can be

draped in many styles: Heavy cloth is worn for warmth; it is called a gabby.

Light gauze-like cloth is worn for dress occasions; it is called a natella. The

natella usually has a very colorful border on it, which is also'found near the

bottom hem orthe women's dress.

Language and Social Interaction

Amharic is the national language of Ethiopia. It is spoken by approxima'tely

One-third of Ethiopia's 25,000,Q00 people. It is the most Widely-spoken language

e".in.Ethiopia and the language most°,1ikely to be known by Ethiopian refugees in

the United4States. Amharic, is the71anguage of government and'is used as the

principalrthedium of instruction in primary and secondary schools in Ethiopia.

. There are four other languages bf considerable importance used in Ethiopia.

These are calla (Oromo), spoken by about 7,000,060; Tigrinya, spoken by 3,500,000;

Gdez, a lAtelrgical language used in the Ethiopian orthodox (Coptic) Church and

having Kx influence on spoken languages in Ethiopia somewhat similar to that of

Latin* Western European langdages; and English, a language used as a nedium.of
( -

instruCkion in schools.throughout the country and the most commonly used

lahguage for international communication.

Amharic is written in a syllabary of South Semitic'origin. Unlike an,
;

qalphabet,..a syllabary involves the use of letters each of which represents

a syllables Each conscpant of the language can be written in seven different

forms, age for each of the seven vowels occurring in the language. Thus the

Amharic syllabary has some 250 symbols, each one standing for a consonant-vowel

, combination. The following are 14 Amharic lettdrs in two consonant groups with

approximate English equiValenJsounls:

9
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r h Y1 0 ,

ka kup ki ka ke ka ko
H 14 R 1,1 Hza zu z1 za ze za zo

Words are separated by two dots (:), sentences are terminated by four dots

No distinction is made between lower-case and upper-case (capital) letters.

The Ethiopian syllabary is used for writing Amharic, Geez and Tigrinya.

Ethiopian literature contains a rhetorical technique, called Wax and Gold,

rarely employed in English. Using this technique, the authorportrays a sur-

face story which is obvious and directly presented (the Wax); but implied in

the author's w ids, and being told along with the surface, story, is a second

story, more profound and important than the first (theGold). The understanding-Th.

of the Gola requires a complete knowledge of the language and the meanings of

established idiomatic expressions.

Thw,concept of Wax and Gold is an important one for Ethiopian culture and

social interaction. Considerable attent on is given to overt behavior. Greet-

ings are extended and warm when Ethiopians meet. Attention, and respect are

shown'in everyday acts such as walking through a doorway together or rejoining
.

a group after having been called away y.
1
Ethiopian hosts are hospitable to.a.

fauly; Ethiopi'an guests are Careful not to take advantage oftheir host's gene-
. ,rosityiwhile\being most appreciative of every kindness. All the while, however,.

t14,e Ethiopian is on'the alert for hidden meaning, the underlying aim behind'

the actions of others. Those who earn respect are those who are able to mask
' their true feelings and 'eiccose themselves the least.

III. Educational Background
.,,1

As mentioned above, both the EthiOpian ChtirC and Islam encouraged tradi-
A,

' .i.:tibnal literacy training. HoWeyer, such training reached a very\lmall percen-

tage of the population, and it was done for religious purposes in laruages
'

. .
../.',, that are not used in day-to-day activities. -

A .

,Haile Selassie initiated a program of secular public education in the '.

country in the late 1950's and early 1960's. Secondary schools were built in

the provincial, capitals of the country, and elementary schools in many of the
. .

smaller towns. Education was essentially free, but the schools were not easily

accessible to most of the populat , so most students had to fend for them-
.

selves away from their homes to :lean education..

Originally all instruction was conducted in English:4from elementary .

school through the university. In the late 1960's the language of instruction,

for the primary schools was changed from English to.Amhatic,,bqt English con-

tinues At I

to be the language of instruion in secondary schools and, in the
4

.
. ,university, Subject content was not always meaningful to tho students, 0,1-11 a
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rote sYstem of learning, was the rple. The dropcut ratio in these schools

wasvery high, °due to the hardships many of the students had to endure in

-order to study, and due to a difficult examinationsystem that weeded students

out after the 6th, 8th, and 12th grades. Fewer than 5% reached.the university.

IV. Implications for Teachimg ESL

Since EthiOpian refugees are most likely to, know Amharic, what follows is.

a brief overview of some of the characteristics of Amharic that might prove

th e source of problems for ah Amharic speaker learning English.

1. Amharic Pronunciation

Amharic stress

Stress is almost evenly distributed on each syllable in Amharic.

In English there are various degrees of stress with a particular' syllable

in each multi-syllable-English word stressed more strongly than all the other

syllables in a word. In particular, note the following pairs of words that are

distinguished (in part) by the placement of stress:

Not only does English have avery strong stress, but

be used to distinguish pairs of words.---This willbe
an Amharic - speaker learning English.

'export (noun)--extport (verb)

'permit (noun)-- per'mit (verb)\

its place in a word can

a particular problem for

Amharic vowels 4

Amharic has 7 vowels: They relate to English vowels as billows!

4 1. .a as in "the: word ago.

.2. u as in the word lunar but shorter.

3. i 'Ps in the..v word ski but Shorter.

4. IL.! as in the word father but 'shorter.

5. e as in the word hey but shorter.

6. a (or u) somewhat like the vowel sound in put.

7. o as in the word) tone but shorter.

Since'English has a more complex vowel system than. Amharic, Amharic-speak-

ing English learners will have several pronunCiation difficulties with English

vowels.' The most noticeable problem is for them to distinguish between related
\,

long and shor t English vowel sounds such as it and eat, 'shutsand shoot, and bet

irt

and bait.

A second vow el problem is to pronounce English

.

vowels not 6.6nd in Amharic.

The most difficult of these-are the sound found in the words bat,.cat,

and then sound 'found in caught, bought, etc.

Amharic hps a rule of vowel insertion that is used to break'up clusters.

of three qr more consonants. The vowel a ieinserted in such-cases, and'one
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might expect an Amharic-speaker to make the following errors in English:
0

ten *Fucks pronounced .as ten a .trutks
large trees prdnounced as large a trees
English class. pronounced as English a class

'e Amharic consonants

Amharic has sounds that correspond more or less to English consonants.

However, Amitotic voiceless stops (sounds similar to Engllsh p, t, and k) are

not produced with any noticeable degree of aspiration, unlike English voiceless( stops that are very aspirated, particularly before stressed vowels. (Aspiration

't refefs to the puff of air that'is produced in English when words,like pie, tier
.

and coo are pronounced in English.)

Amharic has very few

do appear'in Amharic: bl-
,

that appear in English but

Clusters beginning with s-

introduce a vowel in front.

.initial consonant clusters. The foliowihg clusters

br- gl= gr- kr- and tr- . There ?ore, clust:prit

not in Amharic are potential learning problems. 5

are a particular problem. Many Amharic-speakers will
4

of the s4oluster: hspip. An additional vowel may

be inserted tobreak up three consonant clusters--which do not occur in Amharic

words. All of this fhdicates that special attention will have to be given to

teaching initial clusters, especially thosebeginning with s-.

2. .Amharic Syntax

Amharic puts words together to form sentences in ways that are Strik7

ingly different from English; these ways can be expected'to cause problems for

the Amharic-speaker learning English. The following are some of the more salient_,

problems:.

In Amharic, the verb usually comes at the end of the sentence. A

commit' pattern is subject + object + verb:

)wandamme bet-un gezza
...-

"my,brother house-the (he) bought" = "My brother bought the house."

English typiCally uses subject + verb + object sentence patterns. An additional

complication'is that Amharic has what is called 'scrambling rules'. This means

that the majoi-parts of an Amharic sentence can be switched around for stylistic

and discourse reasons. English has 'fixed-wcird order.' The Amharic-speaker

will have to learn that Eta fish does not allow the basic word-order to be switched

around.

Amharic does not have articled corresponding io the English words

a; an, andthe. Instead, they add a suffix to a word to indic ate referenCe to

a specific or definite.thing (e.g. the hoUse - betU.) This is complicated when

a noun has an adjective modifier because the suffix is added to the adjective

(e.g. the small house- tannasu- bet).
.

I.
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DI English, the'use of the. articles a, an, and the is quite complex.

The can show definitenessvith all nouns but a/an must be used with singularI 4

nouns not made definite. (Contrast a gook and the book.) A/L, however, cannot

Ipp used with plural. nouns (books and'the books) or with non-count nouns (Sugar

and the sugar). The use ofAnglish articles is a very difficult problem for
0, -.7 _

Amharic speakers.'
,

- 6, e

`110 The sequence of items in comparati/ structures differs between

Amharic'and English. -In Amharic, the sequence is Y - than,: X-- strong'is; in
,

English it is X41 fitronger than Y. .

Negation in Amharic is indicated by the use of a prefix and a suffix,

both placed on the verb:

sabbar 'he broke'
al-sabbara-m

4
'he didn't break'

In English, there is a complex system for indicating negation (essentially, not

or n't is'placed before the verb' ith the use of. the auxiliary do: I went,.I

didn't go; with auxiliaries,and'the verb be, it is placed after: I may go, I

may not go; I am here, I am not here). Since English not only indicates negation

differently from Amharic, but does it in a more,complicated way, it can be ex-
,.

pected that..the Amharic-speaker will hai,e considerable problems In learning the

correct formation of negation in English.
.

estion are farmed in Amharic either by the use of a queStion-
_,

word, which need not. occur initially, in the sentence, or in the case of yes-no

questions, by using rising intonation y.sadding a particle to the 'end of the

sentence. All forms for question formation canrbe expected to be a particular
problem for the Amharic-speaker learning English.

1 Grammatica,1 gender'isa problem since in, Amharic there is a two-way
.

1

distinction, and i English there 4s a three-way.; That is, Amhaleric does not

4:,have the categor f neutral (corresponding to the pronoun it) gender.,

o' One fast major difference between
1

hglish.and Amharic ,that Will be :

noted here is that Amharic has relative clauses laced before the 'nouns they

-modify. This means. that in the Amharic equivale t of the sentence I saw the

man -who -arrived early, the relative clause (.. w arr ived earl ) may be placed

before the noun it modifies: (I saw who arrive& arly the man.) This will be

a source of problems for the Amharic-speaker lear ing English.

V. Implications for Cultural Orientation
,

.

Like most of the refugees in. this 9puntry, the Ethiopians who are here are

not here by choice. The overwhelming majority of them would eagerly return to

0
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jthiopin if they Tett that they were able to live there free from danger and. ,

were able to lead productive lives.
.

Perhaps more than any otter people, Ethiopians feel isolated 4nd lot

away from their country. This is due in large measure to the isolation w ich

their culture has developed. Outside of Ethiopia, they are alone, The are not

part of any larger ethnic identity. They are neither Black Africans nor Arab

Africans. Historically very few Ethiopians have cqme to settle in this country.

Therefore,' there is no local community with which these Ethiopian refugees feel

an affinity. Their customS'ane-way of life are different froi other cultures

and restricted to the environment of Ethiopia. Consequently, it is difficult
,
for them to duplicate their life style in-the United States. Foreziample, the

grain for their bread is not grown in this country.

Finally, the status' of ie Ethiopian refugee in this country is often the

source of considerable anxiety. As highly educated and/or highly born 'Ethiopian's,

they had come to expect a role of leadership in their own society. Many endured

hardship and privation to get an education tithe belief that it would enable

them to have good jobs'in positions.og ltadership in Ethiopia. In the, United

States these positions are not readily available, and the Ethiopians are obliged

to take menial jobs. In addition, they suffer from'discrimination because they

are foreign and because of their skin color. Furthermore, when theyaccept

menial
r
lobs,they are resented by unemployed native Americans.

''For those Ethiopians who are not able to acquire permanent resident status- -

and these represent the majority of Ethiopians in the United States--the problems.

are compounded. No regular guidelines are followed in the processing of these

people's requests to stay in the United States. TempOrary permission to stay is

usually granted,. but is, accompanied with restrictions and the possibility of

dep6rtation. Each case is proAssed individually and slowly.

For all of these re4pont the biggest problem for the Ethiopiancrefugee is

intense depression. The depression is difficult to overcome because the Ethio

pians cannotgest compensation in the United States, or what they have lefthehind

in Ethiopia. They are torn by indecision.and uncertainty-- whether they will be

able to return to Ethiopia in the near future, or wheth5r they should invest

effort and resources to build a future in the Milted States.

a
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